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 State’s small business definition

 State’s 42 percent SWaM goal & SWaM plan process

 Virginia Small Business Financing Authority

 SBSD business certification

 SBSD business assistance programs 

 Business One Stop website 

 SBSD organizational management 
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Study topics researched
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In this presentation
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Small business definition

SWaM goal & plans

Small business financing
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Certified small and micro businesses can benefit 

from procurement “set asides”
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Much of the state’s procurement activity is with 

businesses that are much smaller than the maximum 

size allowed under Virginia’s small business definition, 

but some relatively large businesses qualify.

Finding
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Most certified small business are very small, 

except for several “outlier” large businesses

 Median size of certified small business =

▀ 14 employees

▀ $3.2 million in annual gross receipts

 94% of certified small/micro businesses have 

< 250 employees and < $10M gross receipts

 6% (623) are “outliers” that exceed either the 

maximum employee or gross receipt thresholds   

▀ Maximum # employees = 1,900

▀ Maximum gross receipts = $397M
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All but 5% of certified businesses have fewer 

than 115 employees
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75% of certified businesses reported less than 

$7.2M in gross receipts
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Though vast majority of certified businesses are 

substantially smaller than maximum, state has option to 

change its small business definition to address certain 

goals.

Goals of changing the definition could be (1) excluding 

comparatively larger outlier businesses or (2) adapting 

industry-specific definitions of size. 

Finding
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Policy options: State could exclude comparatively 

larger “outlier” businesses from certification

Policy option Certified 

businesses 

removed

SBSD 

admin

impact

SBSD

fiscal 

impact 

Require small businesses to meet both the 

employment AND gross receipts thresholds*

-623

(-6%)
Low $0

* HB 1134 (2020) proposed this approach to Virginia’s small business definition.

Lower employee and gross receipts 

thresholds for small businesses 

(Example: 95th percentile)

-306

(-3%)
Low

$0 - $50k

(one time)

Lower employee and gross receipts 

thresholds for small businesses 

(Example: 75th percentile)

-1,329

(-13%)
Low

$0 - $50k

(one time)
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Business size can vary substantially depending 

on industry

Industry
# Employees

Min Median Max

Construction 

(highway, street, & bridge)

1 15 8,106

Management consulting services 1 2 6,006

Data processing and hosting 1 2 1,535

Florist 1 4 135

Source: Virginia Employment Commission data (2019).
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Federal government and several other states 

have industry-specific small business definitions

 U.S. SBA has 1,000+ industry-specific definitions

▀ Employment thresholds between 100 and 1,500

▀ Gross receipts thresholds between $1M to $41.5M

▀ 75 percent (778) industries above VA’s definition

 CO uses 50% of U.S. SBA definitions

 MD, NJ, IN, OR, NV, and DC use industry group 

definitions
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Policy options: State could develop and adopt 

size thresholds based on industry

Policy option Employee 

threshold

(+/-)

SBSD 

admin

impact

SBSD

fiscal 

impact 

Develop industry-specific size 

standards set at percentage (75%) of 

VA business size

-996 industries

+41 industries
High

$300K -

$500K

(one-time)

* HB 1892 (2019) & HB 1650 (2020) proposed this approach to Virginia’s small business definition.

Develop industry-specific size 

standards set at 50 percent of SBA 

size standards

-83 industries

+310 industries
High

$300K -

$500K

(one-time)

Develop cross-industry size standards 

for several industry groups*
Unknown Medium

$50K

(one-time)
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 Virginia has not met legal requirements to justify race-

or gender-specific procurement preferences

▀ Conclusive evidence of discrimination in contracting 

needed 

 55% of certified small/micro businesses also certified 

as women- and/or minority-owned

 Disparity study underway to assess state contracting 

and justification for additional preferences
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Pending “disparity study” could inform potential 

changes to definition or procurement preferences
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General Assembly could authorize an executive branch 

workgroup to consider whether and how to adjust the 

state’s (i) procurement preferences and (ii) small business 

definition using the results of the disparity study and 

JLARC study. The workgroup would submit a plan 

describing proposed changes to the General Assembly by 

November 1, 2021. 

Policy option
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Small business definition

SWaM goal & plans

Small business financing
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Governor, agencies, and SBSD each play a role in 

state’s SWaM initiatives 
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Executive branch spending with SWaM-certified 

businesses is substantial and benefits certified 

businesses.  

Finding
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 Agencies procured over $2 billion through SWaM-

certified businesses (FY19)

▀ Purchases with SWaM-certified businesses increased 

~15% over last five years

 Median sales increased ~20% for businesses after 

SWaM certification

 Businesses report non-monetary benefits of SWaM 

certification (e.g., improved image)
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SWaM program helps certified businesses win 

state contracts
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Agencies’ abilities to meet the governor’s 42% SWaM 

goal vary, and majority report difficulty achieving the 

goal. 

Finding
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State agencies’ SWaM spending ranges from 4 to 

87 percent; majority did not meet the goal
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 Asking each agency to meet the same 42% SWaM

goal does not account for key factors

 Some goods/services agencies purchase generally 

not offered by many SWaM-certified businesses

▀ Example: specialized research materials

 Number and size of procurements highly variable 

for some agencies 
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Achieving SWaM goal is strongly impacted by each 

agency’s unique procurement needs
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Governor could direct each state agency to set an 

ambitious, but achievable, SWaM goal that accounts for 

the (i) availability of SWaM-certified businesses and (ii) 

agency’s ongoing and upcoming procurements.

Policy option
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SBSD has been fulfilling its required role in the SWaM 

plan process but does not give agencies meaningful 

feedback on their plans.

Finding
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 SBSD holds meetings with different group of agencies 

each month to discuss SWaM performance

 SBSD collects agency SWaM plans but does not 

regularly review plans or provide feedback

 Majority of agencies surveyed disagreed (or had no 

opinion) that SWaM plan is helpful 
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SWaM planning process has not historically helped 

agencies find workable strategies to meet SWaM goal
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Governor should amend E.O. 35 (2019) to direct SBSD to 

implement a more meaningful SWaM planning process 

focused on strategies and substantive interactions 

between SBSD and agency staff.

SBSD should identify effective strategies for increasing 

SWaM spending and provide agencies with guidance on 

how to implement them.

Recommendations
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Small business definition

SWaM goal & plans

Small business financing
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 VSBFA is a division within SBSD but has its own 

executive director and separate board 

 VSBFA’s mission is to “provide financial assistance” 

to small businesses 

▀ Source of gap financing for businesses that have 

difficulty securing funding from private banks

 Small businesses often present greater risk, need 

small loan amounts
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Virginia Small Business Financing Authority 

created to help small businesses access funding
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VSBFA supports small businesses through several 

loan and grant programs

Program # businesses 

served (FY19)

Funding used

(FY19)

Direct loans 15 $965,000

Support loans 9 $2,039,000

Small business 

investment grant

44 $830,000

New Program # businesses 

served

Funding available

(FY21) 

Rebuild VA grant TBD ~$71,000,000

COVID loan TBD ~$10,000,000

Note:  VSBFA administers three direct loan and three support loan programs.

VSBFA also facilitates the conduit bond program.
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VSBFA has not been meeting most criteria to be an 

effective lending organization

Criteria

VSBFA 

fulfillment

Adequate proportion of available funds loaned to 

businesses
○

Goals for and tracking of loan and grant 

program utilization  
○

Regular targeted outreach to businesses and banks ◒
Written policies that establish appropriate risk 

standards for loans 
○

Standardized tool to consistently assess applicant risk ○
Regular monitoring of application processing times, loan 

decisions, and outstanding loan health 
○

Adequate expertise to evaluate all loan applications ◒
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VSBFA has not been fully achieving its mission of helping 

small businesses access financing in recent years. 

Finding
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VSBFA did not award most available loan funding in 

recent years
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 5 permanent/acting executive directors in 3 years

 Longstanding vacancies in 2 of 3 loan officer positions 

 No lending goals that account for credit conditions, and 

no tracking of lending levels

 Insufficient marketing of programs to businesses and 

banks 
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Multiple factors contributed to low VSBFA lending 

levels and declining applications
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VSBFA should set annual utilization goals for loan 

programs that account for credit conditions and available 

funds.

VSBFA board should direct staff to track and annually 

report the percentage of loan and grant funds utilized.

SBSD should develop agency-wide coordinated 

marketing plan that includes VSBFA programs.  

Recommendations
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VSBFA lacked lending policies that set appropriate risk 

standards, resulting in overly conservative loan decisions 

and confusion among staff and banks. 

Finding
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 No written policies clearly articulating appropriate 

risk level for loan application approval 

 No standardized tool to collect information and 

assess the potential risk of loan applicants

 Other state agencies and private banks use risk 

assessment policies and tools to standardize 

financing decisions
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VSBFA lacked clear written policies and risk tool for 

systematically assessing and approving loans
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 VSBFA rate of loan defaults (1%) closer to private 

banks than federal EDA programs

▀ Private bank average = <1%; federal EDA max = 10%

 Multiple banks described VSBFA as too risk averse

▀ “After several unsuccessful attempts to partner, I just 

gave up on having VSBFA as an option.” (Bank)

 VSBFA staff cannot predict whether loans will be 

approved or denied by management 
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Lack of policies and tool have contributed to  

overly conservative decisions and confusion

EDA = U.S. Economic Development Administration
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VSBFA should develop and submit to the VSBFA board 

internal policies establishing risk standards that 

appropriately reflect VSBFA’s mission. 

VSBFA should develop and submit to the VSBFA board a 

risk assessment tool to consistently calculate the 

potential risk of loan applicants. 

VSBFA should develop an improvement plan that 

addresses operational deficiencies and report on 

progress in implementing the plan.

Recommendations
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(804) 786-1258

Questions? / Comments?

Justin Brown, Associate Director

Lauren Axselle, Project Leader
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